
INTRODUCTION
Varieties of fabrics are produced by handlooms. One of the major classifications of the fabrics

produced on handloom is Single Cloth and Double Cloth, which is based on their construction
techniques and layers. Though the basic process of fabric construction is same in both, the latter
have more than one layer woven simultaneously as a face and a back layer in one fabric. Thus, the
single cloth has only one set of warp and weft threads while double cloth includes supplementary
warp and weft threads. In the category of double cloth, the additional elements can be in the form of
extra warp or weft threads (Hann and Thomas, 2005).

Double cloth construction :
A double cloth as stated earlier,  is composed of two layer fabrics, from two sets of warp and two

sets of weft yarns, woven simultaneously as one composite fabric (Moore, 2000). Occasionally the
two warps may be fed into the loom from separate beams, but more often they are combined on one
beam. Double-cloth construction permits fabric to be made where the face and back are different,
either in terms of surface texture or color. Many writers and authors have also termed double cloth as
compound weave or compound structures.

The process of creating double cloth remains the same as of the single layer fabric construction,
with the only difference of employment of minimum four harnesses in its creation.  Two harnesses for
developing face layer and another two for creating the second or back layer. The technique of weaving
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ABSTRACT
Fabric is one of the basic necessitiesy of  a human beings. It has been produced and has evolved as per the
requirements of human comfort, situations and purposes. To satisfy these needs of consumers, textile
industry works day in and day out. The industry is bifurcated in two sectors namely handloom and
powerloom.hHandloom industry is creating many documented and undocumented traditional fabrics
from across the globe, which areglobe, which is being produced from generations by generations of
weavers. This paper talks and introduces the construction about one such traditional handloom fabric
called Double Cloth and Cloth and also traces the difference between the double cloth and the single cloth.
As there is an empirical study available on double cloth therefore the paper threads the application of
double cloth technique and its products from Peruvian textiles to its present day creations. This  through
a journey coverings many countries around the globe including India.
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